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of Intelligence, in addition to the Logical-Mathematical, : Kinesthetic, Musical, Spatial, Natural, Interpersonal, Intrapersonal & Existential-to help understand finer aspects of inter-linked/inter-acting creative intelligence and imagination which exist in the Body-Mind system of each Human Being,andmay be , in each living Being. Fast expanding Interdisciplinary explorations like Behavioral Economics, spanning Economics and Psychology, which was awarded this years Nobel Prize in Economics, will further broaden and deepen our capability and perspective.
RESEARCH ON HUMAN BRAIN
The ongoing Research on Human BRAIN, with estimated 86 b i l l i o n N e u r o n s a n d 1 0 0 0 t r i l l i o n S y n a p s e s , b y OPTOGENETICS at MIT and at several other Research Centers in the World, will enlighten us about how and why of all types of Intelligence, Creativity and interplay of all emotions like love and hate which make us behave, think and act, the way we do or can do better, -individually and collectively. ALL
THINGS ARE IMAGINED/CONCEIVED BY HUMAN BRAINS IN THEIR HEADS AND CREATED BY HUMAN HANDS ,AS DESIRED BY HUMAN HEARTS.

THE WORLD OF WORK
Homo Sapiens through their incessant WORK, and continuous interaction with living and non-living Nature, using their 3H, have created everything in the World: Physical, Intellectual, Emotional, as very briefly mentioned in this section.
FROM CAVES TO LAVISH HOMES
Caves to Cottages of stick and mud, and now, to the glistening SKY SCRAPPERS of metals and glass is spectacular progress. From hunting and gathering food to numerous varieties of Food at homes and restaurants, have been possible, by application of 3H to rapidly boost Productivity, Quantity, Quality, and variety of Agricultural produce & Food processing. Yet, tragically, many, including children, go to bed hungry, even today.
FROM VILLAGES TO MODERN METROPOLIS
Ashard and sincere work by Farmers, and later, through mechanized and scientific methods, could produce enough food for all, migration of surplus people from villages have created modern over-crowded Cities and keep migrating to them insearch oflivelihood.
MANY NATIONS, LANGUAGES AND RELIGIONS
The Agricultural and Industrial prosperity, and advances in Transportation and Communication enabled the ever growing human population to migrate to and create settlements in all continents. In the process, they have also divided, and keep dividing, our fragile, 'Ecologically unitary' spaceship Earth, into 200+Countries/ Nations, each ,zealously protective of its sovereignty and territorial integrity, for which they keep fighting or threatening to fight destructive wars. Numerous Languages have facilitated communications and in a way, also barriers, within and across Countries. Many Religions, have evolved to spread core, enduring Values for peace, personal and societal wellbeing. Yet, paradoxically, wars and violence continue for it, due to lack of respect for all religions.
Perennial perfect PEACE AND HAPPINESS are rarely enjoyed by a few, if any. The concept and systems to make INTERCHANGABLE  components innovated by ELI WHITNEY (1811 ), Discrimination between male and female employees, in pay and promotion opportunity, is rampart like in recently reported Google case -one of the most successful corporation by all measures. Unlimited greed has led to arbitrarily raising price of monopolistic life-saving medicine by hundreds of times, which is, an unpardonable heartlessness. *Prevention rather than rectification of unsatisfactory performance *Creating psychological and social conditionsin a congenial workplace so that each person can joyfully, work with Hands, Head, and Heart ,individually or in teams.
THE MASS PRODUCTION ERA
NEW BUSINESS MODELS
Q U A N T I TAT I V E T E C H N I Q U E S : S c i e n c e a n d
FROM CORPORATE SECTORS TO MEGA WORK SYSTEMS:
While continuing to contribute significantly to the spectacular gains in productivity in Industrial and Business Sector since its inception, to the extent desired or allowed by the CEOs/ Managing directors, IE professionals can also significantlycontribute to improve performance in mega Work systems like Governance of Countries,and the World spanning United Nations Organization ( UNO ), as very briefly indicated in the following sections.
GOVERNANCE OF SOVEREIGN COUNTRIES
The 200 plus sovereign countries in the world vary widely in their origin, history, shape, size, terrain, natural endowments, population, and types of Governance-from near perfect Democracies to thinly veiled Military Rulers. All Governments zealously guard their territorial integrity and sovereignty by spending a large chunk of their Revenue on Military personnel and hardware. They maintain Police force for ensuring internal peace. They aspire to hasten Economic and Social Development by investing in infrastructure for transport and communication, Education and Health so that all Citizens can live happily from 'cradle to grave', engaged Work of their liking and getting compensated adequately to look after themselves and their families. In reality, in spite of huge bureaucratic Governments, on many fronts, ground results are uninspiring almost in all Countries baring very few. Countries face law and order, terrorism, refugees, migration problems. Justice is delayed. Illiteracy, and diseases, prevail even in most developed countries. Economic systems with few billionaires, an increasing 'upward -looking' middle class, and millions below 'poverty line' perpetuates inequity, homelessness, child labor. Socio-Economic Development has not trickled down from 'distant' Governance-literally and 'figuratively', through cascades of bureaucracy, 'miles of red-tape' and 'thousands' of files, often breeding corruption, to the ever remote and needy 'Governed'. Development of the LAST ONE is lost sight of,in the ocean of statistical averages, GDP, and GNP measures of growth. Only one of the tiniest countries, Bhutan, measures and works to enhance Gross National Happiness (GNH ). CONCLUDING THOUGHTS I&SE will partner with all professions and all branches of Knowledge and Action to create a World of Peace and prosperity where each individual can joyfully WORK using the Hands, Head, and Heart at the best possible WORK SYSTEMS to create a better World, which works for and improves Quality of Life of ALL, in perpetual pursuit of perfection. It will help to build a level playing ground for all, to live the best possible creative life of happiness according to their inborn /acquired talents while making their fair share of contribution to society which sustains them. In such a World, there will be more Nonviolence, Tolerance, Unity, 'we', 'us' and inclusiveness; more connectedness to Nature-living and Non-living and more inner peace. Hopefully, one day , in not too distant future, there may even be One World Government without national borders and wars.
I & SEPRINCIPLES CAN HELP IMPROVE COUNTRY GOVERNANCE
